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Part Number Fire Alarm Detector Monitor with Sounder Flasher – 2 Wire 
Order codes: 700-050R (red),  700-050C (clear) 

Description 2 Wire Det. Mon. Sounder flasher for use with ACM-1 Protocol Control Panels  
Reference User Guide – T2/SSDM/700-050/USER/06-07-2015/2V0, (applicable to 2V1+ Software) 

Overview 
This unit is for use with ACM-1 protocol Control Panels. 
Monitors conventional detectors (Smoke, Heat and Rate of rise) 
3 Alarm tones and Flash only (selected at the control panel) 
System wide Synchronized sounder and flasher (360’ coverage). 
Alarm Confirmation timer (5min.), with manual mute option  
Seven linked ringing groups per zone and one additional common area. 
Remote LED Output (4K7 Series resistor required)
Normal and High sound setting option  
Self-addressing, plug and play system 
Manual cancellation by end user of local alarm confirmation (by means of a manual operation) 

 

General Installation 
Mounted underneath a conventional detector. Can be used as a stand alone sounder/flasher with supplied cover.  
The unit can be fixed directly to a ceiling or bezer box. A deep back-box is also available.   
 

FIELD Wiring Connections

Zone +
Zone -

Control Panel 
Zone Output 
(ACM-1 Protocol) 

To next device or EOL

Screen 

Remote LED 
+ Anode 
- Cathode 
4K7 series resistor required 

Detector 
Fly-leads 
 
White: +out 
Red: +in 
Black: Neg 

Screen
Z-
Z+

Yellow Information LED
No flash = no power or panel in Eng. Mode

Flash/ 1sec = No Delays [Jumper D=OFF] 
Flash/ 3sec = 5min.Check [Jumper D=ON] 
 
ON constant for 7 Seconds = Detector RESET Jumper 

High Alarm
Sound O/P 
when fitted 
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Red wire
Positive supply to the detector 
 
White wire 
Senses head removal, this is the positive out that is 
broken when the head is removed. 
 
Black wire 
Negative supply to the detector 
 

NOTE  
Diodes or end of line resistors are NOT needed, 
remove them.  
 

Remote LED 
If the detector fitted has a remote LED output it will 
no longer function, the 700-050 has its own remote 
LED output if needed, it replaces the one on the 
detector head. 
 
The remote LED should be connected to the 700-050 
sounder/flashed/detector solder pads (+ LED-) in front of the 
jumpers. A 4K7 series resistor is required.
A unit with fly-leads ready fitted can be supplied for the odd 
occasion that this facility is needed, contact your supplier. 

Some wiring examples:
Apollo Series 60 Detector
Red wire:  L1 IN 
White wire:  L1 OUT 
Black wire:  L2 
 
GLT Fyreye (80-022)
Red wire:  L1 IN 
White wire:  L1 OUT 
Black wire:  L2 

COMPATIBILITY
List of detectors Tested for compatibility  
 
Apollo 

Series 60 Optical 
 Complete Orbis Range 
 
GLT 
Optical smoke detector   
 Fyreye 80-022 FEOE2000 
 

Heat Detector Class A1R 
 Fyreye 80-030 FEHR2000 
 
Hochiki

All Conventional 
 

Manual Cancellation of
Alarm Confirmation
A push-to-break switch can be fitted in series 
with the white wire, when the switch is pushed 
and then importantly released the 700-050 will 
cancel the alarm confirmation and reset the 
detector. 
If the switch is not released then the alarm 
confirmation will continue as normal. 
 
This can also be achieved be removing and 
replacing the head. Useful for engineer testing 
purposes but not recommended for the end user. 

DETECTOR Base Connections 
An Apollo series 60 Base is shown below.
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POT Flat/room/area selector 
An Area group is selected by turning the 
potentiometer to the required position 
(a,b,c,d,e,f,g [ 7 areas ] ).  
To use the areas you must also fit the ‘A’ 
jumper
Blank Jumper to be kept clear 
 
Jumper ‘T’ is not used (reserved) 
 
Jumper ‘A’ enables Area ringing 
If Jumper ‘A’ is fitted then the Area group is 
selected by turning the potentiometer to the 
required number (A,B,C,D,E,F,G [7 areas]) 
 
Jumper ‘D’ enables the detector alarm 
confirmation feature* 
Jumper ‘D’ OFF = instant alarm 
Jumper ‘D’ ON   = Confirmation timer enabled 
 
*Alarm Confirmation is normally used for optical smoke 
detectors in areas that may be prone to false alarms.  
HEAT detectors should NOT use this feature 
 

SETUP EXAMPLE
HMO - Three rooms, two with three detectors, one with a single detector 
and a common hallway  (D and A Jumpers – see picture above)  
 
Flat 1 (Area-A) 
Detector Optical in bedroom D:OFF,  A:ON,  POT position A 
Detector Optical living area D:ON,  A:ON,  POT position A 
Detector HEAT Kitchen area D:OFF, A:ON,  POT position A 
 
Hallway (Common Area [A-Jumper NOT Fitted]) 
Detector Optical   D:OFF,  A:OFF,  POT Don’t care 
 
Flat 2 (problem occupant in this flat, Area-B) 
Detector Optical in bedroom D:ON,  A:ON,  POT position B 
Detector Optical living area D:ON,  A:ON,  POT position B 
Detector Optical Kitchen area D:ON,  A:ON,  POT position B 
Flat 3 (Area -C) 
Detector Optical Bed sit  D:ON,  A:ON,  POT position C 

One zone is used. Up to seven sounder areas are selectable in each zone, so a 4 zone system can cover 28 flats 
in total, with each flat having several detectors working as a single group. 
The Hallway is a common area and so does not need an area setting. 
 
Whatever setting you choose you can always tell which individual detector caused an alarm even if you don’t use 
the ‘A’ Jumper and area POT. You can even trace head removal faults to an individual device. 

Setup And Operation
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TESTING 
Testing with the  Confirmation timer enabled (‘D’ Jumper=fitted)
(Bases with heat detectors should not have the confirmation feature enabled)
If an optical detector is spray tested to alarm the following sequence occurs; 
 
Phase1 

Sounder base will start to bleep about once per second and 
the RED LEDs will be  CONSTANTLY ON (IE not flashing) 
 
The control panel will start bleeping,  and detector confirm LED will be on 
NOTE You can stop the test here by manually removing and replacing the detector head.

Phase 2 
The sounder base bleeping will stop after 2minutes, but LED will stay ON steady for a further 3 minutes   
 (During this period the actual detector head is powered down) 
 

Phase 3 
Then the base sounder will start to flash the LEDS again, without any sound for a further 2minutes 
This is when the detector is re-powered and if it alarms at this time the alarm will be instant  
 
You can now spray the detector again, and a full alarm should occur without any delays 
 
If the detector is not sprayed then after the 2 mins the pulsing LED will go out 
 

Normal operation 
When all the LEDs are OFF then the detector monitor is back to its original state 
 If spray tested again the sequence will start from phase 1 again. 

 

If you are testing a group of several base sounders with ‘A’ jumper fitted in the same area, then they should all 
start sounding too. They will stop sounding after 2mins but continue to flash (but they will stop flashing at 
phase 3 above). 
 
Please note
System testing with alarm confirmation enabled can take a very long time, but there is a fast test option. 
 
In manager mode, the alarm confirmation test can be accelerated, when you spray the detector it will alarm 
(sound immediately) and only the one you sprayed, all others on the system will be silent, and after about 10 
seconds it will automatically reset. 
 

Technical Support
Contact your supplier for general technical support on this product. 
 

TTeecchhnniiccaall DDaattaa
Working Voltage 20 to 32V Data Protocol T2 Solutions UK LTD, ACM-1 
Alarm Tones Three:- Sweep, 2 tone, slow 2 tone Alarm LED RED X 6 (360’ coverage) 
Quiescent Current            460uA Function LED Yellow Information LED  
Alarm Current 6mA Norm,   12mA High Physical Dimensions Max Width 140mm x H.35mm 
Temperature Range 0 to +65ºC Weight 200gm 


